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ABSTRACT A rapid increase in heart disease has occurred in recent years, which might be the result of

unhealthy food, mental stress, genetic issues, and a sedentary lifestyle. There are many advanced automated

diagnosis systems for heart disease prediction proposed in recent studies, but most of them focus only on

feature preprocessing, some focus on feature selection, and some only on improving the predictive accuracy.

In this study, we focus on every aspect that may have an influence on the final performance of the system,

i.e., to avoid overfitting and underfitting problems or to solve network configuration issues and optimization

problems. We introduce an optimally configured and improved deep belief network named OCI-DBN to

solve these problems and improve the performance of the system. We used the Ruzzo-Tompa approach to

remove those features that are not contributing enough to improve system performance. To find an optimal

network configuration, we proposed a stacked genetic algorithm that stacks two genetic algorithms to give

an optimally configured DBN. An analysis of a RBM and DBN trained is performed to give an insight how

the system works. Six metrics were used to evaluate the proposed method, including accuracy, sensitivity,

specificity, precision, F1 score, andMatthew’s correlation coefficient. The experimental results are compared

with other state-of-the-art methods, and OCI-DBN shows a better performance. The validation results assure

that the proposed method can provide reliable recommendations to heart disease patients by improving the

accuracy of heart disease predictions by up to 94.61%.

INDEX TERMS Heart disease, prediction, deep belief network, genetic algorithm, Ruzzo-Tompa.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the deaths happening worldwide in the last few

years have one primary reason behind them, which is heart

disease. It is considered as the most common health problem,

and its main cause is that the amount of blood required to

meet the body needs is not pumped well enough by the

heart [1]. It may be caused by unhealthy food, mental stress,
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genetic issues, or lack of exercise. It attacks a person slowly,

and is very difficult to deal with unless it has progressed

to a dangerous level. If the required remedial measures

are not taken, it may adversely affect the patient. Hence,

heart disease prediction is necessary so that people can take

care of their health as soon as a heart disease symptom is

observed [2]. The most common way to get all the infor-

mation related to a patient is to use a hospital information

system to manage the health of the patient in a precise

way.
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Heart disease is mainly caused by risk factors categorized

as changeable factors and non-changeable factors [3], [4].

Changeable factors include blood pressure, cholesterol level,

etc., while non-changeable factors include a patient’s history,

age, and sex. There is a substantial amount of hidden infor-

mation in a patient’s medical data, but a major challenge in

hospitals is that a large amount of this data is not being used

adequately to support clinical decisions [5]. This extensive

information can also be used to predict heart disease accu-

rately in the early stages. Although the diagnosing of heart

diseases is done by invasive cardiology-based techniques like

angiography, it relies on a patient’s medical history and a

high level of technical expertise to analyze the concerned

symptoms. Additionally, it is a complex process with high

costs, so noninvasive techniques like decision support sys-

tems based on machine learning and deep learning must be

used to overcome these issues.

Many researchers in recent years have produced different

methods and models to design an expert system that should

be capable of predicting heart disease in a patient in the early

stages. There has been significant improvement in the quality

of these proposed diagnostic systems. This motivated us to

propose the OCI-DBN approach that is capable of handling

the overfitting and underfitting problems and the network

configuration and optimization problems so that the diagnosis

of heart disease can be improved.

In our proposed OCI-DBN approch, the main objective

is to resolve those problems that were the main reasons

for the degraded performance of diagnostic systems, which

prevented the predictive accuracy from reaching the level that

is required. One problem is how to train the data so that the

model does not overfit or underfit. Another problem is how

to find the optimal configuration of the network so that the

optimization problem can be resolved.When themodel learns

too much from the training data, it overfits because it picks

even small details from the training data, and when applied

to the testing data, the results are not adequate [6], [27].

On the other hand, when the model has not learned enough

from the training data, it underfits, and as a result, both the

training data and testing data show poor results. Not setting

up the right configuration for the network and having few

irrelevant features that do not contribute enough are the main

reasons behind these problems. Because of these problems,

the computational complexity increases, and the prediction

time for heart disease increases. To remove the features that

are noisy or redundant, we use the Ruzzo-Tompa algorithm

because of its effectiveness in searching the optimized fea-

tures. The next step is to propose an improved DBN model

for classification and to optimize the network configuration.

We use a stacked genetic algorithm (SGA) that is capable

of fine-tuning the network to find an optimal solution and

improve system performance.

In the final step, experiments were performed, and six

evaluation metrics were considered, including accuracy,

specificity, sensitivity, precision, Matthew’s correlation coef-

ficient (MCC), and F1 score. The results were validated using

10-fold cross-validation. For training and testing, Cleveland’s

heart disease dataset from an online data mining repository

of the University of California, Irvine (UCI), was used. The

dataset was chosen because most of the research on heart dis-

ease prediction use this dataset for finding the effectiveness

of their model. The experiments were performed in Python

on a PC with an Intel R©CoreTMi7-4600M @2.90 GHz CPU.

The major research contributions are described below:

i. A novel approach, OCI-DBN, is proposed for classi-

fication and improvement in heart disease prediction

that does not overfit or underfit. To handle the overfit-

ting problem, many feature selection techniques were

considered for selecting the optimal subset of features.

Among these, Ruzzo-Tompa provided the best perfor-

mance in the proposed OCI-DBN approach.

ii. The proposed OCI-DBN approach also solves the net-

work optimization and configuration problem by find-

ing the optimal width of each hidden layer in a DBN

using an SGA. We embedded a local search opera-

tion after getting the optimal value from the simple

genetic algorithm. The results are sent back for fur-

ther improvement of the fine-tuning capability of the

genetic algorithm. The process is repeated, and SGA

finds an optimal number of layers and nodes to be used

in DBN. An analysis is also performed for a RBM and

trained DBN to depict the system working and also

provided results with different network depths in DBN.

iii. We show that even with the small size Cleveland

dataset, the performance of DBN is better than neural

networks with one hidden layer when provided with

an optimal subset of features and optimal numbers of

layers and nodes.

The study is organized as follows. Section II presents

the related work. The proposed approach is provided in

Section III. The dataset description and evaluationmetrics are

presented in Section IV. The results of the experiments when

the proposed approach is applied to the dataset are discussed

in Section V, while the research conclusion and future work

are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Many existing studies have presented different approaches,

including different machine learning and deep learning tech-

niques for prediction in general [19], [20] and particularly to

diagnose and predict heart disease correctly [6], [7]. Many

techniques including support vector machine (SVM), arti-

ficial neural network (ANN), fuzzy logic, deep neural net-

works (DNN), decision trees, and long short-term memory

have been applied for identifying heart disease symptoms in

patients. The quality of decision making improves signifi-

cantly using these expert systems, and there has been a slight

decrease in the death rate because of these expert diagnostic

systems [6], [7].

A multimodal disease prediction algorithm is presented

in [8], which is based on the structured and unstructured

data acquired from the hospital, and their proposed approach
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works well in predicting chronic disease. A combination of

neural network and fuzzy logic was proposed in [9] that gives

a contribution score for each attribute in predicting heart

disease. Their results had improved accuracy when compared

with the conventional neural network approach. Similarly,

a heart disease prediction model is presented in [10] that

uses important statistics of a patient’s medical record. They

ensembled three best models to improve the overall predic-

tion accuracy. The techniques used were AdaBoost, boosted

tree, and naïve Bayes, and the researchers showed that their

proposed approach worked well in predicting heart disease

patients with better accuracy than the conventional methods.

Paul et al. proposed an automatic fuzzy diagnostic sys-

tem [11] based on five important steps that achieved a predic-

tive accuracy of 92.31%. Recently a heart disease prediction

model [12] was proposed using a neural network approach

along with Ruzzo-Tompa. Two steps are performed in the

proposed approach, the first is to minimize the data dimen-

sionality using hybridized Ruzzo-Tompa, and the second is

classification using a neocognitron neural network. Another

hybrid method [13] was proposed by Zeinab et al. by using

a genetic algorithm to enhance the initial weights of neural

networks, which improves the performance and achieves a

predictive accuracy of 93.85%. In the research presented

in [14], the overfitting problem is addressed by first training

the neural networkwith each feature ranking and then training

it to the extent that it is capable of outputting a potential

heart disease diagnosis. A combination of multiple kernel

learning with an adaptive neuro-fuzzy interference system

was proposed in [15] for heart disease diagnosis. A twofold

approach is used in this study in which multiple kernel

learning is used for parameter separation between patients

and healthy people, while the results from this are given to

adaptive neuro-fuzzy for classification. Another efficient and

expert diagnostic system for heart disease is proposed in [16]

using two SVM models. The first SVM is used for removing

irrelevant features from the feature set, while the second SVM

is used for prediction. For optimizing the two models, they

used a hybrid grid search algorithm so that both the models

can be optimized simultaneously.

III. PROPOSED OCI-DBN APPROACH

In this section, we present a novel approach to improve the

performance of heart disease prediction by overcoming the

overfitting and underfitting problems and the optimization

problems, i.e., finding the optimal configuration for the deep

neural network.We first describe the feature selection process

through an effective evolutionary Ruzzo-Tompa algorithm.

Then we present an optimally configured and improved DBN

that can avoid the problemsmentioned above and improve the

heart disease prediction process.

A. RUZZO-TOMPA FOR FINDING THE OPTIMAL

SUBSET OF FEATURES

The goal of the Ruzzo-Tompa algorithm is to find the opti-

mal solution that can play an important role in the heart

disease classification process. To find the optimal solution,

the algorithm must select the optimal subset of features,

i.e., the most important and relevant features to add more

importance to the heart disease prediction process. Selecting

crucial features is necessary because it reduces the complex-

ity and computational time, which are both very important

factors in developing diagnostic systems [3], [17]. The whole

feature selection process using the Ruzzo-Tompa algorithm

is shown in Figure 1, in which we have collected the input

features of the heart disease dataset in the search space so that

the searching process can start. As each feature of the heart

disease dataset has its own characteristics and significance

in classifying heart disease, the searching takes place in a

continuous manner. The time taken for feature searching in

search space is O(n) with O(n) space, where n is the feature

length. In this study, a set of rules for getting the optimal

subset of features from the heart disease dataset is followed.

1. Feature searching takes place from left to right, i.e., from

the first feature of the heart disease dataset, which is age,

and continues until the last feature, thallium.

2. The next step is to compute the fitness value for each

feature. Equation 1 is used for this purpose [12]:

f i (t) = (1 − p) (t − 1) + ‘ϒ i(x i (t)) (1)

Here t represents time, f and i represent feature level

and feature position in the list, respectively. Two con-

stants are used, which are represented as p and ‘ϒ , and

represents the decay constant and luciferin constant. The

search space is denoted by x i (t).

3. Check if all the features now have a fitness value com-

puted and stored. If there are still some features left, then

continue the computation process; otherwise, store and

arrange the features with respect to their fitness values.

4. Calculate the cumulative sum, select features with max-

imum fitness values, and store as a feature subset.

5. Start the searching process again by adding the selected

feature again in the list, but this time the searching

direction will be from right to left.

6. Pick the maximum fitness value j and check if it satisfies

the condition Lj < Lk where Lj is the cumulative sum,

and Lk is the newly formed subsequence set.

7. If the condition is not satisfied, then start the searching

process by adding the feature at the end of the list, and

repeat all the steps again. If the condition is satisfied,

then this feature and repeat the process until we have the

optimal subset of features.

B. DEEP BELIEF NETWORK

DBN is based on a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)

and consists of ANN in which a RBM structure is composed

of hidden layers and visible layers [17], [23]. The connec-

tivity between neurons in the same layer is weak, but it is

strong and fully connected between two layers, which means

that there are connections only between visible and hidden

layers. If there are visible and hidden states, then the RBM
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FIGURE 1. Ruzzo-Tompa-based feature selection process.

energy function can be shown as in Equation 2.

E (v, h)=
∑n

i=1
aivi−

∑m

j=1
bjhj−

∑n

i=1

∑m

i=1
viwijhj

(2)

In Equation 2, the offset vector of the visible layer is denoted

by a= (a1, a2, a3, . . . . . . ,an) while a hidden layer bias vector

is denoted by b = (b1,b2,b3, . . . . . . ,bm). The state vector

for a visible layer is denoted by v = (v1, v2, v3, . . . . . . ,vn)

while the hidden layer state vector is denoted by h =
(h1,h2,h3, . . . . . . ,hm). The weight matrix between the visi-

ble layers i and the hidden layers j is denoted bywij. To make

predictions, the goal of the training model is to generate a

hypothesis, which means that the model analyzes the training

data, and a fitting function is learned [25]. In DBN, two

stages are followed to build a heart disease prediction system.

The first stage consists of training upwards, and the second

stage consists of downward adjustments. The first stage is the

training stage, in which RBM is trained by a greedy layer-

by-layer approach [17], [24]. The initial weights are set up

by continuously performing unsupervised training. At this

time, the backpropagation algorithm is not performed for

error analyses, but once the initial weights are determined,

then it uses the backpropagation algorithm for tuning the

parameters and optimizing the performance. Although the

output after these two stages is the DBN, after fine-tuning

the parameters, the optimization problem for the network

remains as to howmany layers and nodes to use and the hyper-

parameters needed for best performance. The improvement in

performance results for any technique is deeply linked with

the number of layers and nodes, but finding an optimal value

is a major problem because it is dependent on dataset type

and dataset characteristics. If random values are provided to

the DBN, then the model may show good performance, but

one cannot say that this is the optimal value for resolving the

optimization problem of the network. To solve this optimiza-

tion problem, we use two stacked genetic algorithms, known

as SGAs.

C. A STACKED GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR OPTIMIZATION

A genetic algorithm works on the basis of crossover and

mutation to reproduce artificial chromosomes from the initial

population or set of parameters. Those chromosomes that

have high fitness values survive, while the others fall out.

These high fitness values are given to the next generation,

and the crossover process is followed. The mutation step is

performed at the end, in which the global search is maxi-

mized, and the optimum value is found. The chromosome

represents the selected feature subset x, and to make sure

that a feature subset will satisfy the subset size requirement,

it is being forced with size value ‘d’ as a constraint. Any

selected feature subsets that break this constraint will be given

a penalty. Therefore, the fitness of the chromosome can be

defined by Equation 3.

C = J(Xc)penalty (Xc) (3)

Here Xc denotes the corresponding feature subset for C , and

the penalty is separately defined as Equation 4.

Penalty (Xc) = w ∗ ||Xc| − d| (4)

where w is the penalty coefficient.

To solve the optimization problem, we considered simple

genetic algorithm, although they can perform better in search
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space exploration when properly controlled. However, they

are weak to fine-tune the parameters near local optimum

points [13]. Therefore, we used an SGA for improving the

fine-tuning capability of the simple genetic algorithm. In sim-

ple genetic algorithm after getting the optimal value from

a mutation step, we embed a local search operation after

selection and sent the results back to compute the fitness value

again for the feature subset. In SGA, when there is a need for

replacement, the feature subset gets a chance to improve itself

locally, which helps to gain its fitness value when it sends

back for computation. This step is performed regularly until

the SGA achieves an optimal value and decides how many

layers and nodes to use inDBN. So that the optimal values can

solve the optimization problem and can improve the system

performance.

The proposed OCI-DBN approach and all the phases

involved in it are shown in Figure 2. The system is divided

into three main phases. The first phase gets the dataset and

assigns the feature types as discrete or continuous. Six fea-

tures fall under the discrete type, while seven features fall

under the continuous type. The next task is to normalize

the dataset by min-max scaling; all the features having dif-

ferent ranges are transformed to a range of 0-1 for better

understanding by the learning algorithm [26]. In the second

phase, the main step is to use feature selection because there

is a possibility that due to the noisy nature of some of the

features, the performance may be affected. Overfitting is

another problem caused when the model learns too much

from the training dataset, which makes it unable to produce

the desired performance and results on the test set. This

is also solved if features are selected based on their rele-

vance and contribution to improving the performance of the

system [22], [27]. In this study, we used Ruzzo-Tompa for

feature selection, which selects relevant features by following

a series of steps that find the optimal subset of features and

discard the irrelevant features. The third and the last phase

is to find the optimal network configuration for the DBN

so that the DBN can be improved and can provide better

predictive results. To get the optimal network configuration

values, like the number of layers, nodes, and hyperparame-

ters, we use SGA. The optimal values are then ready to be

provided to the DBN model once the RBM is constructed

and DBN is configured. To configure the DBN for building

heart disease prediction system, a two-step process is fol-

lowed; first step is to train upwards and the second step is

the downward adjustment by utilizing the generative weights

using fine tuning process. As shown in the Figure 2, RBM

is constructed by dividing the multilayer DBN in simpler

models because the training of shallow network is easier

than the deep network. At this phase, pre-training is required

because the optimization can be done in a much better way by

initializing all the layers weights. The pre-training in the first

step is done by greedy learning approach in which the initial

weights are set up by continuously performing unsupervised

training. The use of greedy learning approach also helps in

learning the parameters for each layer of RBM. The initial

weights are responsible for determining the dependency of

variables from one layer to the other. The first RBM layer

i.e. the visible layer received the training data and created a

V1 state. The initial weight W1 is responsible for generating

a hidden layer state and for reconstructing the V1 state by

hidden layer state. In this way, the first RBM training is

completed. In the same way, RBM2 and RBM3 are trained

using greedy learning approach. Once these initial weights

are determined, then the backpropagation algorithm is used

for fine tuning the parameters and performance optimization.

Fine tuning helps to adjust the weights regularly by modify-

ing the features slightly. After performing these two stages,

the final output is the trained DBN but the optimization

problem for the network remains as to how many layers

and nodes to use and the hyperparameters needed for best

performance. The improvement in performance results for

any technique is deeply linked with the number of layers

and nodes, but finding an optimal value is a major prob-

lem because it is dependent on dataset type and dataset

characteristics. As the optimal values are already found out

by SGA, the values are provided to the configured DBN

model for improving the performance and the accuracy of the

model.

IV. DATASET, VALIDATION SCHEME AND

EVALUATION METRICS

In this section, the dataset used for heart disease prediction is

briefly described, and then the validation scheme and evalu-

ation metrics are presented.

A. DATASET DESCRIPTION

The Cleveland heart disease dataset is used to carry out

experiments described in this paper, and it is publicly avail-

able online at the UCI machine-learning repository. A total

number of 76 features are included in the dataset; however,

existing studies mostly use 13 features. The dataset contains

a total of 303 instances with missing values for 6 instances,

which are discarded for experimental purposes. As differ-

ent features of the heart disease dataset have different val-

ues and orders of magnitude, we use min-max scaling to

adjust the values to the range of 0-1 so that the training

model can easily interpret it. The names, short code, data

type, and description of each of these feature sets are shown

in Table 1.

B. VALIDATION SCHEME AND EVALUATION METRICS

Datasets are most commonly divided into three subsets,

namely training, test, and validation. To train the dataset,

the training subset is used. To optimize the parameters

of classifiers, a validation subset is used, and to evalu-

ate the performance of the classifier, the test subset is

used [28]. Cross-validation is a statistical technique in

which the dataset is divided into some chunks, one chunk

for testing, and the remaining for training. Each chunk

is selected for testing in one of the folds, ensuring the

use of all the chunks in both training and testing [18],
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FIGURE 2. Proposed OCI-DBN using Ruzzo-Tompa and SGA.

[29]. The results are averaged over 10 folds. The eval-

uation metrics, like sensitivity, f-score, specificity, preci-

sion, MCC, and accuracy, are used to determine the perfor-

mance of a proposed OCI-DBN approach. Sensitivity, speci-

ficity, and precision are described in Equation 5, 6, and 7,

respectively.

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
x100 (5)

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
x100 (6)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
x100 (7)
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TABLE 1. Thirteen commonly used features from the Cleveland heart
disease dataset.

MCC and prediction accuracy are given in Equation 8 and 9:

Accuracy =
Sensitivity + Specificity

2
x100 (8)

MCC= x=
TP ∗ TN−FP∗FN

√
(TP+FP) (TP+FN)(TN+FP)(TN+FN)

(9)

The performance and efficiency of the model are shown

by the F-measure, which is another very important statistical

index and is defined in Equation 10 below.

F-Score =
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
(10)

In these equations, the patients with heart disease that are

correctly classified are considered as True Positive (TP),

the patients without any heart disease that are correctly classi-

fied are denoted by True Negative (TN), the patients without

any heart disease but misclassified as having heart disease are

represented by False Positive (FP), while the patients having

heart disease but misclassified as not having heart disease are

denoted by False Negative (FN).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the results of our experiments on the heart

disease dataset are described in detail. All the experiments

are performed in Python on a PC with an Intel R©CoreTM

i7-4600M @2.90 GHz CPU. In our proposed OCI-DBN

approach, the first step is to use the feature selection tech-

nique. This step is necessary, as selecting relevant features

from the dataset will help to improve model performance.

For this purpose, an efficient evolutionary feature selection

technique, Ruzzo-Tompa, is used. The idea is to select those

features that contribute more to improving the performance

of the system because, if all the features are given to the

model, the noisy nature of some features might affect the

performance of the model [21]. Additionally, the results will

be best on the training set but not on the testing set [22].

Ruzzo-Tompa serves in this case by selecting the most rel-

evant features, thereby also avoiding the overfitting problem

due to less relevant features. Seven features are selected as

optimal features, and the feature codes are as follows: F3, F7,

F8, F9, F10, F12, and F13.

After selecting the optimal subset of features, three experi-

ments are performed so that the effectiveness of the proposed

OCI-DBN approach can be evaluated. In the first experi-

ment, OCI-DBN approach is applied to the selected features,

and the results are noted down. In the second experiment,

the same set of optimal features is given to the conventional

DNN, and the conventional ANN and the results are noted

down. In the third experiment, there are two parts; firstly,

all the features from the heart disease dataset are given to

the proposed model, the conventional DNN, and the con-

ventional ANN to make the comparative analysis stronger

and to show that the optimal subset of features produces

better results. Secondly, to conclude that the proposed feature

selection technique is suitable for OCI-DBN, we have used

other well-known feature selection techniques and applied

the selected features from them on the trained OCI-DBN

model. The experimental results from these different feature

selection techniques are then compared for making compar-

ative analysis much stronger and to prove that the proposed

OCI-DBN based on Ruzzo-Tompa and SGA gives the best

performance and best prediction results for heart disease.

Finally, the proposed OCI-DBN approach is compared to

other conventional machine learning methods and state-of-

the-art techniques that have been used in recent years for heart

disease prediction to show the effectiveness of the proposed

approach.

A. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF PROPOSED

OCI-DBN APPROACH

In the first experiment, the 297 records of the heart disease

dataset are divided into two sets, training and testing. 70%

of records are used as a training set and 30% are used for

testing the proposed model. Less training data tends to cause

overfitting so in order to overcome the problem of overfitting

there are several remedies taken.. Firstly, the main cause of

overfitting is fewer training samples with a large number

of features. The feature selection algorithm Ruzzo-Tompa is

utilized to select the most relevant and important features so

that only important features can be used for the instances

chosen as training samples. This tends to resolve the problem

of overfitting. Secondly, the deep learning methods such as

the DBN has a dropout and drop connect technique. In this

study, during the training process, the neurons are randomly

deactivated knows as dropout and connections are randomly

deactivated known as drop connect. This deactivation forces

the network to become redundant and independent and the

network does not have to depend on specific neurons or

connections to extract specific features. As soon as the train-

ing part is done then all the neurons and connections are

restored. This helps to avoid the overfitting problem. To train

the proposed model on the training set, it is necessary to

configure the network so that the model can perform well on

both training and testing sets.
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Simple genetic algorithm has shown great results and per-

formance in network optimization in a recent study [34].

However, in our study, we used SGA to find the optimal

network configurations for our proposed model because sim-

ple genetic algorithm achieves lower performance than the

SGA. The information about the parameters of the SGA are as

follows: the initial population is set randomly at 200, number

of generations used are 100 with crossover and mutation

probability of 0.5 and 0.001, respectively. In the beginning,

the error rate is high, but as soon as the generations increase,

the error rate starts to decrease. At the end of this process,

we have the optimal configuration network, which is two hid-

den layers and eight and three neurons in the first and second

layers, respectively. The experimental results revealed that

the proposed OCI-DBN model achieved 94.61% predictive

accuracy when the optimized configuration of 2 hidden layers

with 8 and 3 neurons in the first and second hidden layers

are used respectively. The accuracy achieved by proposed

model using SGA has improved by 1.68% in comparison

with the accuracy achieved by using simple genetic algo-

rithm. The proposed OCI-DBN model also achieved 96.03%

sensitivity, 93.15% specificity, 93.55% precision, 0.947 F1-

Score and 0.892MCC score.We have performed experiments

by using different number of hidden layers to compare and

analyze the results between optimized DBN configuration

and standard DBN configuration. For each RBM, the training

period is set and the initial values are provided to network

i.e. number of hidden layers, neurons in each layers and

hyperparameters. These values are provided to standardDBN

configuration because we have already found out an opti-

mized network configuration from SGA for proposed

OCI-DBN model which is 2 hidden layers. The results are

shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. DBN accuracy with different network depth.

The analysis of Table 2 shows that the optimal network

configuration obtained by SGA with 2 hidden layers and

8 and 3 neurons in the first and second hidden layer achieves

the best accuracy while the standard DBN configuration with

other number of hidden layers i.e. 3, 4 and 5 hidden layers

have achieved lower accuracy. This is due to the fact that a

local search operation is performed after getting the optimal

value from the simple genetic algorithm and the results are

sent back for fine-tuning. The process is repeated, and SGA

finds an optimal number of layers and nodes to be used

in DBN which achieves better performance than the other

network configurations.

TABLE 3. An optimal subset of features on OCI-DBN, DNN, and ANN.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DNN AND ANN

After getting the experimental results for the proposedmodel,

the next step is to use conventional learning methods like

DNN and ANN by giving them the optimized features. The

data was divided in a ratio of 70:30, to be used as training

and testing sets, respectively [30]. For DNN, the optimized

network configuration is found by the SGA, and for ANN,

there is no optimization. We cannot add any layer because it

contains only one hidden layer. To evaluate the performance

of these two learning methods, six evaluation metrics were

again used. In order to compare all the three models i.e.

proposed model, DNN model and ANN model with optimal

subset of features and to get an idea of how much difference

in there in the performance metrics, we have presented the

comparisons in Table 3.

The comparative analysis presented in Table 3 reveals

the fact that there is much difference in the performance

of the proposed model and the other two models i.e. con-

ventional ANN and the DNN. The sensitivity, specificity,

precision and f1 score for OCI-DBN is better than the

other two models with an optimum subset of features.

It can also be seen that the sensitivity, specificity, precision,

f1 score, MCC and accuracy of applying the DNN model

on an optimal subset of features achieves better results than

the conventional ANN. This is because the conventional

DNN was optimized by using the same strategy of stacked

genetic algorithm and that is why it gives better perfor-

mance and predictive accuracy than the conventional ANN

because it cannot be optimized to improve the performance of

the model.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF OCI-DBN, DNN, AND

ANN ON FULL FEATURE SET

This experiment was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness

of the proposed Ruzzo-Tompa algorithm for feature selection.

After getting the results for the proposed model OCI-DBN,

DNN with the same network optimization strategy, and con-

ventional ANN, the next step is to test their performance

on a full feature set so that a comparative analysis can be

made to show that Ruzzo-Tompa selected the best features,

improve the performance by removing features that have a

noisy behavior or features that are not contributing enough
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TABLE 4. Classification accuracy achieved with other well-known feature selection techniques on proposed OCI-DBN, DNN, and ANN.

FIGURE 3. Experimental results of OCI-DBN, DNN, and ANN with a full
feature set.

to improve the heart disease prediction performance. The

experimental results of applying these three models on the

full feature set are shown in Figure 3.

From Figure 3, the proposed OCI-DBN still achieves

better accuracy and has better evaluation metrics than the

other two models. A classification accuracy of 90.91% is

achieved when applying OCI-DBN on full features, which

is 3.37% higher than the DNN and 8.08% higher than the

conventional ANN. If we carefully analyzed the experimental

results achieved by OCI-DBN, ANN and DNN on an optimal

subset of features and full feature set then it can be seen

that the performance increase with the optimal subset of

features for all the three models. In the case of the pro-

posed OCI-DBN, the improvement in classification accuracy

is 3.7% when using Ruzzo-Tompa-based feature selection

to get the optimal subset of features. Similarly, the classi-

fication accuracy for DNN and ANN are also increased by

3.03% and 3.67% respectively when using optimal features.

Hence, it is clear that the proposed feature selection method

improves the performance of the model. To conclude this

evidence, we show the results of other well-known feature

selection techniques on the proposed OCI-DBN in Table 4.

Feature selection techniques, like chi-squared, LASSO, and

genetic algorithm, achieve good classification accuracies of

around 90%. Chi-squared statistical model [31] has often

used in different studies for feature selection. The difference

between Ruzzo-Tompa and chi-squared feature selection is

that the aim of Ruzzo-Tompa is to compute the fitness value

for each feature in the dataset using the fitness function

equation while the aim of chi-squared is to perform a test that

measures the dependency between the features and the class.

Another difference between the two is that Ruzzo-Tompa

selects those features which have high fitness values while the

chi-squared selects those features which are more dependent

on the class by computing chi-squared statistics between each

non-negative feature and class. In the proposed Ruzzo-Tompa

algorithm, there is an improvement of 1.99% in classification

accuracy, which shows that the proposed approach for feature

selection produces the best results and improves the perfor-

mance of the system.

D. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED OCI-DBN

WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNIQUES

In this section, the experimental results and the predictive

accuracy achieved by other models and techniques pre-

sented by other researchers are compared with the pro-

posed OCI-DBN. The comparative study is conducted to

further validate the performance of the proposed OCI-DBN.

We compared our proposed OCI-DBN approach with exist-

ing approaches including Chi-squared-CNN [6], ANN-Fuzzy

AHP [9], Adaptive weighted fuzzy ensemble [11], Stacked

SVM [16], ANFIS [22], Gaussian Naive Bayes Chi-squared-

GBN [32], cluster-based DT learning (CDTL) [33] in heart

disease prediction. This comparative analysis is presented in

Figure 4. The recently proposed approaches for heart disease
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FIGURE 4. Comparative analysis of proposed OCI-DBN and other state-of-the-art techniques.

prediction achieved much better performance in terms of

predictive accuracy and that makes the comparison with the

proposed OCI-DBN much stronger because Cleveland heart

disease dataset is used to carry out experiments in all these

studies. We can see that the predictive accuracy achieved by

the proposed OCI-DBN approach is 94.61% which is better

than all the other recently proposed approaches. This is due

to the fact that the overfitting and underfitting problem and

the network optimization problem is resolved in the proposed

approach.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study provides a novel approach for heart disease pre-

diction. The proposed OCI-DBN uses Ruzzo-Tompa for

finding the optimal subset of features and SGA for find-

ing the optimal configuration of the DBN. The proposed

OCI-DBN for heart disease prediction resolves three main

problems: overfitting, underfitting, and finding an opti-

mal network configuration. The proposed method is com-

pared with the conventional DNN using the same opti-

mization strategy and compared with the conventional

ANN method. An analysis is also performed by compar-

ing the results of optimized network configuration with

other network configurations. The comparative analysis

shows that the proposed approach outperforms the other

approaches and state-of-the-art machine learning techniques.

The comparison of different feature selection methods

with OCI-DBN also shows that Ruzzo-Tompa-based fea-

ture selection improves the performance and outperforms

the other approaches. From these experimental and com-

parative results, we can say that the proposed OCI-DBN

improves heart disease prediction with a classification accu-

racy of 94.61% and can help medical practitioners to make

effective decisions.

In the future, the time complexity of the proposed

OCI-DBN will be investigated, which is also one of the

most critical factors in healthcare. Additionally, the proposed

approach will be tested on some other datasets with more

instances to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach.
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